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A chronology of i-stem declensional collapse in Old English: Proto-Germanic 

*awiz, English sheep terms & phonological change 

Abstract  

Proto-Indo-European had an i-stem athematic noun class which survived into early Germanic languages. By literate Old English i-stems had 

almost completely disintegrated. Examination of sound changes, particularly with regard to the word for ‘ewe’, might help date this 

collapse. There might also be a correlation with changes in attitudes to sheep in early Anglo-Saxon society.  

In Part 1 I examine how the class came to be in Proto-Indo-European, its survival into the Germanic period and what became of it in OE. In 

Part 2 I attempt to date the collapse in the context of a series of clearly defined (but sequentially awkward) phonological changes to the 

English language. 

1. The Indo-European context of the i-stem class 

Proto-Indo-European (PIE) had both thematic (‘cut stem’) and athematic paradigms although some 

consider the latter a ‘late PIE’ innovation. Dutch linguist and anthropologist, Christianus Uhlenbeck 

(1901) posited thematics were derived from an ergative marker *-s, a proposition adopted by Soviet 

linguists attempting to connect to ergativity in the Kartvelian (Georgian) languages. Ergativity is still 

evident in parts of some Indo-European languages such as Kurdish and Pashto. Slocum suggests that 

the shift to being an accusative language may have been slow1. Another theory, advanced by 

Haudry, is that they developed from pronouns, acting as postpositional articles. The eventual suffix 

*-e/o may have had no ‘meaning’. PIE also possessed an ablaut system which could give rise to 

different nominals from the same roots2. For example, Proto-Germanic (PG), *hertô (heart) is linked 

to Latin cor, cordis from the qualitative ablaut and to Ancient Greek, καρδία [kardía] from the zero-

grade. In some ‘earlier’ daughter languages the thematic / athematic distinction was preserved but 

later languages replaced it with vowel and consonant declensions. Germanic i-stem nouns were 

athematic in their inheritance, descended primarily from PIE nouns in *-is such as the word for 

‘worm’, *wr̥mis or *kʷr̥mis (PG: *wurmiz). They might have been closely associated with u-stems. 

Table 1: Thematic and Athematic Declensions and the Roots of Old English (OE) Noun Classes 

 

 
1 i.e. transitivity may not have been characteristic and that there was originally no accusative marker.  
2 Nominals include nouns and adjectives in a process of separation but continuing to have similar (even if not 
identical) inflection markers. The ablaut system was codified by Vedic scholar, Pāṇini. 

THEMATIC? Germanic OE Latin Ancient Greek Comments

-us / -um

(m. / n.)

-ius / -ium

(m. / n.)

First declension

-a

Third declension May originally have been part of the same paradigm

genitive sing. -is

Latin & Greek third declension also have broadly 

similar case formation between i-stems and u-

stems

2 paradigms
But Latin third declension is a mix of 'pure' i-stems 

and roots, s-stems, liquid stems and nasal stems

Fourth declension

By literate OE only distinct i-stem inflection = acc 

sing heavy feminines, fluctuating  between the ō-

stem ending and the original.

-us/ -ū
u-stem assimilation less complete with inflectional 

irregularities

‘n’ stems (-an,

-on, -in)

NO ‘r’-stems

close kinship terms: 

fæder, mōdor, brōþor, sweostor, 

dohtor

Also end in -r; some 

levelling between s-

stems and r-stems

-ήρ (father, mother, 

daughter,  Δημήτηρ 

(Demeter perhaps 

'grain-mother')

NO ‘z’-stems
e.g. lomb / lamb - nominative 

plural: WS lombru; Ang: lomber(u)

Descended from PIE acrostatic neuters in -os/es-. 

In OE inflect like light neuter a-stems, but plural 

endings begin -r-

*The ō-stem, like Latin -a, the main feminine class, used to be considered thematic. 

This has changed with most a-stems now considered to be derived from *eh 2 . 

YES ‘a’ declension
Omicron 

declension, -ως / -ων

YES
‘ja’ declension as in 

Gothic ‘harjis’
-ιως / -ιων

masc: hund ; neuter light: sċip; 

neuter heavy: hūs

 here (army), hyll 

NO* ‘ō’ declension Alpha declension,-α

NO
-o, -onis, -inis. 

Example, sermō
-ων / -ωνος

Most feminines. Light: ġiefu; 

heavy: rād

Barely survived into OE

Also tended to assimilate. Also 

heavy and light. wudu; hand; sunu

'Weak' nouns with limited 

inflection such as mōna, ēage, 

sunne

Parts of third Greek 

declension

NO ‘u’ declension
Parts of third Greek 

declension

NO ‘i’ declension

Goes back to PIE grading. OE inflection based on -

an ending. Body parts concentrations

PIE thematic stem - most important & common PIE 

paradigm. PG masculines ended *-az, neuters *-ą

Germanic neuter like *fulkiją (folk); masculine 

*lēkijaz (doctor). j remnants in OE (pattern also 

seen in 'wa' declension, e.g. snāw)

PIE *eh 2  stems - almost universally feminine - 

excluding 'senā' type. Ended in *-ō in PG but this 

either disappeared or switched to -u in OE. Note 

that Greek declension is traditionally considered 

'thematic' but is probably not.
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Inflectional behaviour of reconstructed i-stems and u-stems in PIE (more correctly, late PIE), is so 

similar as to suggest they were once part of the same paradigm. Indeed, variation between the 

‘main’ (exemplified by Sanskrit अग्नि agnís ‘fire’ or Greek πόλις [pólis3]) and ‘subsidiary’ types 

(Sanskrit अरि aris, ‘enemy’) is greater than between i- and u-stems themselves. Some ‘elemental’ 

nouns had ‘active’ and ‘passive’ duplicates, giving rise to marked variation in daughter languages.  

Key changes took place between PIE and PG, transforming Germanic’s ‘look’. Alongside changes 

affecting sonorants, obstruents and nasals were: 

(a) Laryngeal loss: Swiss linguist and semiotician, Ferdinand de Saussure (1879), postulated that 

there were ‘coefficients sonantiques’ in PIE. These had disappeared in extant languages but 

still affected vowels. The three ‘laryngeals’ were: *h1 – neutral; *h2 – dragging towards ‘a’, 

*h3 – dragging towards ‘o’. Predictive comparative linguistics was widely ridiculed (an 

‘eccentric fancy’ in Szemerényi’s words4) until the Bogazköy Archives’ discovery. Kuryłowicz, 

a young Polish researcher, recognised some consonants seemed to confirm that there had 

indeed been sonorant consonants in PIE with *h2 and *h3 surviving in Anatolian. Not 

everything fell into place, even Kuryłowicz positing that there might have been an *h4. 

Szemerényi argued that six would be needed. 

(b) Grimm’s Law: Some changes, particularly the shift to *f from PIE *p, had been noted in the 

very opening years of the 1800s but were systematically recorded in 1822 by folklorist, Jacob 

Grimm. Shifts fall into three parts: voiceless stops to voiceless fricatives; voiced stops to 

voiceless stops; voiced aspirated stops to either voiced stops or fricatives. 

Table 2: Grimm’s Law: Examples 

 

(c) Verner’s Law: Whilst plenty of ‘neo-grammarians’ were content, Grimm’s Law had too many 

exceptions where Latin, Greek and Sanskrit were predictable but Germanic was not. Danish 

linguist, Karl Verner, noted that unexpected voicing occurred in non-initial positions when 

the preceding vowel carried no stress in PIE. Germanic had shifted the stress but its original 

position could be deduced from other branches. Another aspect of Verner is the relationship 

between PIE post-suffix -*s and PG -*z. Since some later languages shifted *z to rhotic r, we 

have a further complication.  

(d) A shift of word-final *-m to *-n: Table 2: the number ‘ten’. 

 
3 ‘city’: a tri-stemmed third declension. 
4 O. Szemerényi - Introduction to Indo-European Linguistics (1991) - German edition first published 1970. 

Shift PIE root Unshifted proto-roots Unshifted Old Languages Modern languages Germanic OE Mod. English

P to F *pṓds πούς (Anc. Gk.) πόδι (Mod. Gk.)

Proto-Italic: *pets pes / pedis (Lat.) piede (Italian)

Proto-Indo-Iranian: *pāt́s पात् (pāt) (Sanskrit) पाांव (pāmv) (Hindi)

*podъ (Proto-Slavic - 'under') под (Russian)

*fots fōt foot

T to θ *tréyes Proto-Hellenic: *tréyes τρεῖς (Anc. Gk.) τρεις  (Mod. Gk.)

*tisres Proto-Italic: *trēs tres (Lat.) trois (French)

*trīh2 Proto-Celtic:*trīs tri (Welsh)

tre (Toch.  A)

*þrīz /*þriju þrī / þrēo three

K to X ('h') *kwon Proto-Italic: *kō canis (Lat.) cane (Italian)

*kun Proto-Celtic: *kū ci /cŵn (Welsh)

κύων (Anc. Gk.) κύων (Mod. Gk.)

*hundaz hund hound

G to K *gel(u) gelidus (Lat.) gélido (Castillian)

*goltos Proto-Slavic: *golotь hladan / gladno (Croatian cold / hungry)

*kaldaz WS: ċeald Ang: cald cold

D to T *déḱm̥ Proto-Albanian: *detsa dhjetë (Albanian)

decem (Lat.) dez (Portuguese)

Proto-Celtic: *dekam deich (Irish)

Proto-Hellenic: *dékə δέκα (Mod. Gk.)

*tehun tien ten
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2. The i-stem class in PIE, PG, PWG and other Indo-European languages 

In PIE polysyllabic nouns originally exhibited four or more ‘accent’ patterns: 

(a) acrostatic (root-static);  

(b) proterokinetic (front mobile accent – broadly associated with neuters); 

(c) hysterokinetic (back mobile, associated with masculines & feminines); 

(d) amphikinetic (probably the most archaic; bi-directionally mobile; masculine & feminine). 

Some linguists suggest a fifth, mesostatic, with alternating immobile suffixal / desinential accent. By 

late PIE this ablaut system was significantly eroded and it may have been decaying even in early PIE. 

All PIE declensions pose reconstruction issues with additional genitive / dative singular complexities. 

Differences are exacerbated by modifications in inflections in PIE itself.  

For PG, whether dative plural and instrumental plural syncretised in late PG or an intermediate 

‘Proto Northwest Germanic’ (PNWG) is hard to tell5. It is suggested that vocative syncretised to 

nominative during PNWG but Krause’s work on Early Runic fits awkwardly. Masculines and feminines 

declined identically whilst neuter nouns of all classes differed in their inflections. That relatively rare 

Germanic i-stem neuters such as *móri (Latin: mare; PIE: *móri) declined differently (whilst 

masculine and feminine i-stems declined identically) reflects an archaic element in PIE, perhaps 

fossilised at Bogazköy, namely that in early PIE (or PIE’s ancestor) there may only have been two 

genders: animate and inanimate. Although the Germanic noun classes in *a- and *o- accounted for 

the greatest number of nouns, PG had a thriving *-i class which survived into PWG, albeit with 

reduced inflectional variation.  

Table 3: What became of the i-stem class? 

 

The building blocks of these inflections might originally have been particles. Debate still rages 

regarding precise endings. The vocative singular thematic given here is unlikely to have been the 

original and initially ablaut alteration occurred in the stem during declension, with genitives and 

datives especially affected. Multiple Indo-European branches were impacted by vowel shortening 

(for example, in the transition from Old Latin to Classical Latin) and this might already have been 

underway in late PIE. Neither was Germanic the only branch in which the i-stem situation became 

increasingly complicated. In the Italic branch, by Latin, case inflection distinctiveness was tending to 

slip away. For example, the -im accusative singular ending was largely replaced by -em, mimicking 

the consonantal declension.  

 
5 I use Ringe’s PNWG to signify a language spoken perhaps from around 175 AD, ancestor of both West 
Germanic and Nordic languages. This is totally separate from ‘nWG’, signifying northern PWG dialects in 
contrast to southern dialects which fed OHG. Ringe – A Linguistic History of English Volume I: From Proto-
Indo-European to Proto-Germanic (OUP, 2017, 2nd edition). 

Thematic WOLF eh2 FURROW i-stem SHEEP i-stem neuter SEA PG PWG

n.s. *wĺk̥ʷos *lóyseh₂ *h₂ówis *móri -iz -i

v.s. *wĺk̥ʷe *lóyseh₂ *h₂ówi *móri -i

a.s *wĺk̥ʷom *lóyseh2m > *lóysām *h₂ówim *móri -į -i

g.s *wĺk̥ʷosyo *lóyseh₂es / *lóyseh₂(o)s *h₂éwis > *h₂éwyos *mréyey -īz or -aiz -ī

d.s. *wĺk̥ʷoey > *wĺk̥ʷoy *lóyseh₂ey *h₂éwyey *mréys -īz or -ai -ī

i.s. *wĺk̥ʷoh₁ *lóyseh₂eh1 *h₂éwih1 *mrih1 -ī -ī

n.p. *wĺk̥ʷoes > *wĺk̥ʷōs *lóyseh₂es *h₂óweyes *mórih2 -īz -ī

v.p. *wĺk̥ʷoes > *wĺk̥ʷōs *lóyseh₂es *h₂óweyes *mórih2 -īz

a.p. *wĺk̥ʷoms / *wĺk̥ʷons *lóyseh₂m̥s / *lóyseh₂(e)n̥s *h₂ówins *mórih2 -inz -į

g.p. *wĺk̥ʷoHom > *wĺk̥ʷōm *lóyseh₂oHom > *lóyseh₂om *h₂éwyoHom *mréyoHom -ijǫ̂ -ijō

d.p. *wĺk̥ʷo(y)mos or similar *lóyseh₂mos / *lóyseh₂bhos *h₂éwimos *mrímos -imaz -im

i.s. *wĺk̥ʷōys  *lóyseh₂bhi (?) *h₂éwibhi *mríbhi -imaz -im
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Table 4: Proto-Italo-Celtic *owis & some declined cognates 

 

In early PG, inflectional endings were clear case-definers. By late PG, stress accent utilised, 

inflections had less emphasis. Indeed, some were lost or merged and in ‘root’ nouns they were 

effectively obliterated. Whilst most change occurred by regular sound shifts, the loss of the *-z in 

polysyllabic nouns created classes of nouns with zero ending nominative singular forms. This had the 

impact of making inflection more opaque. *-z also dropped from the genitive singular, making it less 

familiar to speakers of Modern English as the inflection is no longer the ancestor to the ‘apostrophe 

s’, and merging it with the dative and an instrumental probably in the process of collapse. 

Uncertainty also surrounds the PG *-inz accusative plural ending, for which I have used Ringe’s 

format6. 

In PWG numbers started taking i-stem endings in certain circumstances – an unpredictable 

development. This was a multi-stage process commencing with PWG gemination in ‘four’, *-dw- 

becoming *ww: 

OE: fēower < *feuwær < PWG: feuwar < *fewwar < PG: *fedwōr < Pre-Grimm: *petwōr < PIE: 

*kʷetwṓr [neuter form of *kʷetwóres7] 

Initially, only the nominative / accusative form survived but the ‘three’ (*þrīz / neuter *þriju8) 

pattern was subsequently imported, forms inflected if they were not in an attributive position. PWG 

extended i-stem endings through to nineteen. This curiosity survived into OE for the numbers four to 

nineteen.  

In PG the nasalisation of word-final vowels was contrastive. Nasalisation in this environment was lost 

during ‘Auslautgesetze’ to PWG. This combined with the loss of word-final *-z to have a significant 

impact on the i-stems. Nominative and accusative singular syncretised simply to -i. u-stems behaved 

in a similar fashion and, other than the feminine ō-stems, the majority of nouns experienced similar 

changes (although most neuters did not have to due to a lack of inflectional difference anyway). 

Final *-i was already being lost under certain conditions; for example, *and(i), which had been closer 

to Latin ante and Ancient Greek, ἀντί, both broadly implying, ‘opposite’.  

3. i-stem ashes in OE 

By literate OE, the a- and ō-classes together accounted for the vast majority of nouns but many 

remaining minor declension nouns were amongst the most frequently used (precisely why they 

retained inflectional anomalies). Whilst u-stems survived, i-stems all but collapsed, redefined, either 

through assimilation or declension jumping9. But we are not without record of their last vestiges.  

 
6 Ringe & Taylor - A Linguistic History of English Volume II: The Development of Old English (OUP, 2014) 
7 PIE athematic amphikinetic: *kʷetwóres, *kʷetésres, *kʷetwṓr. Between PG and PWG, *d was lost. 
8 PIE athematic amphikinetic: *tréyes, *tisres, *trīh2.  
9 Some West Germanic languages took longer to lose the distinctiveness of i-stems (such as OHG flugi (flight)). 

Proto-Italic Latin Proto-Celtic Homeric Period Greek Proto-Balto-Slavic PG

n.s. *owis ovis *owis ὄϊς (óïs) *áwis *awiz

a.s *owim ovem *owim ὄϊν (óïn) *áwin *awį

g.s *oweis ovis *owēs ὄϊος (óïos) *áweis *awīz

d.s. *owei ovī *owē ὀῑ  ́(oī  )́ *áwei *awī

n.p. *owēs ovēs *owīs ὄϊες (óïes) *áwejes *awīz

a.p. *owins ovēs, ovīs *owims ὄῑ ς (óī  s) *áwī(ˀ)ns *awinz

g.p. *owjom ovium *owyom ὀΐων (oḯōn) *áwejōn *awjǫ̂

d.p. *owißos ovibus *owibos ὀΐεσσι / ὀΐεσσιν / ὄεσσῐ / ὄεσσῐν *áwimas *awimaz
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i. Inflectional distinction in names of peoples  - nominative / accusative: Engle < *Engli < 

PWG: *Anglī and the word for ‘a people’ in general: lēode (from PG *liudiz, closely 

connected to Proto-Slavic *ľudьje10). 

ii. Early 9th century glossaries targeted at the comprehension of complex Latin used simpler 

Latin to gloss with OE occasionally employed. These include ‘Épinal-Erfurt’, possibly 

compiled by Aldhelm (died 709). Another, the Corpus Glossary, contains an i-stem plural, 

hȳfi (hives). But the Épinal Glossary has wyrdæ for the keepers of destinies (‘the Wyrd’).  

iii. Names ending in -wini (later -wine, -win). We have still got these: Edwin, Ashwyn.  

iv. Occasionally, an accusative singular of an i-stem feminine with a zero inflection such as 

tīd11.  

 

4. Minor declension remodelling & assimilation 

Adamczyk (2011) examined remodelling in u-stems, quantifying archaic and innovative inflections. 

But, although surviving, even amongst the commonest u-stems, there were oddities. An oft-quoted 

example of a ‘pure’ u-stem in OE was from PG *durz, which might originally have been used as a 

plural noun, ‘doors’ (‘plurale tantum’ as in ON). But it is a *z-stem12. So, OE duru behaved as a u-

stem but had limited history as one. It is unknown whether it was ultimately connected with PIE 

dóru, dreus (tree). ‘Tree’, ‘truth’ and ‘troth’ are tightly connected. ‘Tree’ from pre-Germanic 

*dréwom, from the full grade of PIE proterokinetic *dóru, may be related to ‘strength’; whilst PWG 

*treuwu is a ‘pledge’. Feminine i-stems fared especially badly. 

Table 5: i-stem assimilation 

 
10 OFris also kept an unexpected -e ending in liude. 
11 A similar exception is seen in OFris.  
12 z-stems are not usually considered ‘consonantal’ in Germanic. 
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5. OE’s phonological changes and the problem with ‘sheep’ 

Although speculative in the detail, between late nWG and literate OE, major changes took place, the 

majority shared with few, if any, of English’s neighbours.  

Ringe & Taylor note a former i-stem (eowu, ‘sheep’, which also underwent semantic change to 

‘ewe’) switching to a more standard declension (ō-stem) at some point. It is cognate with a word 

which still retains word-final -i in Standard Dutch, ooi. The sequence of phonological changes could 

give us some indication of when i-stem collapse started. Ironically, *awiz [commencing ‘a’ in PG and 

Balto-Slavic, unlike Latin ovis] was one of the first reconstructed words amongst historical 

comparative linguists. In the 1860s, August Schleicher fashioned a brief Indo-European fable, 

exemplifying reconstructed vocabulary and grammar (now considered too Sanskrit-oriented).  

If we can trace OE’s phonological developments over say, 450 to 700, and their sequencing, *awiz’s 

descendant may help us track a relative chronology. Nevertheless, academics struggle with relative 

sequences, let alone actual dates. We do have both a front-stop and a backstop; only the period in 

between is problematic. 

Front stop: We may be able to anchor the ‘shortening’ phase of these phonological changes. Ringe & 

Taylor note one probable source for doing so.  

OE: godspell < Early OE: *gōdspell [literally ‘good news’, coined 597(?)] < Lat: bona annūntiātiō << 

Anc. Greek: εὐαγγέλιον13 

 
13 << indicates ‘translation’ 

MEANING

n.s. n.p. *kʷēnīz n.s. n.p. *kwānī n.s. n.p. cwēne, cwēna

a.s. a.p. *kʷēninz a.s. a.p. *kwāni  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. cwēne, cwēna

g.s. g.p. *kʷēnijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *kwānijō g.s. g.p. cwēna

d.s. d.p. *kʷēnimaz d.s. d.p. *kwānim d.s. d.p. cwēnum

n.s. n.p. *saiwīz n.s. n.p. *saiwī n.s. n.p. sǣ / sǣs

a.s. a.p. *saiwinz a.s. a.p. *saiwi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. sǣ / sǣs

g.s. g.p. *saiwijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *saiwijō g.s. g.p. sǣ

d.s. d.p. *saiwimaz d.s. d.p. *saiwim d.s. d.p. sǣm, sǣwum

n.s. n.p. *rugīz n.s. n.p. *rugī n.s. n.p. ryġeas

a.s. a.p. *ruginz a.s. a.p. *rugi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. ryġeas

g.s. g.p. *rugjǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *ruggjō g.s. g.p. ryġa

d.s. d.p. *rugimaz d.s. d.p. *rugim d.s. d.p. ryġum

n.s. n.p. *firstīz n.s. n.p. *firstī n.s. n.p. fyrstas

a.s. a.p. *firstinz a.s. a.p. *first ̨̄ a.s. a.p. fyrstas

g.s. g.p. *firstijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *firstijō g.s. g.p. fyrsta

d.s. d.p. *firstimaz d.s. d.p. *firstim d.s. d.p. fyrstum

n.s. n.p. *awīz n.s. n.p. *awī n.s. n.p. eowa, eowe

a.s. a.p. *awinz a.s. a.p. *awi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. eowa, eowe

g.s. g.p. *awjǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *auwjō g.s. g.p. eowa

d.s. d.p. *awimaz d.s. d.p. *awim d.s. d.p. eowum

n.s. n.p. *hugīz n.s. n.p. *hugī n.s. n.p. *hyġas

a.s. a.p. *huginz a.s. a.p. *hugi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. *hyġas

g.s. g.p. *hugijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *huggjō g.s. g.p. hyġa

d.s. d.p. *hugimaz d.s. d.p. *hugim d.s. d.p. hyġum

n.s. n.p. *winīz n.s. n.p. *winī n.s. n.p. winas

a.s. a.p. *wininz a.s. a.p. *wini  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. winas

g.s. g.p. *winjǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *winnjō g.s. g.p. wina

d.s. d.p. *winimaz d.s. d.p. *winim d.s. d.p. winum

n.s. n.p. *weraldīz n.s. n.p. *weraldī n.s. n.p. weorolda, weorolde

a.s. a.p. *weraldinz a.s. a.p. *weraldi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. weorolda, weorolde

g.s. g.p. *weraldijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *weraldijō g.s. g.p. weorolda

d.s. d.p. *weraldimaz d.s. d.p. *weraldim d.s. d.p. weoroldum

n.s. n.p. *gaskaftīz n.s. n.p. *gaskaftī n.s. n.p. ġesċeafte, ġesċeafta, ġesċeaft

a.s. a.p. *gaskaftinz a.s. a.p. *gaskafti  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. ġesċeafte, ġesċeafta, ġesċeaft

g.s. g.p. *gaskaftijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *gaskaftijō g.s. g.p. ġesċeafta

d.s. d.p. *gaskaftimaz d.s. d.p. *gaskaftim d.s. d.p. ġesċeaftum

n.s. n.p. *brūdīz n.s. n.p. *brūdī n.s. n.p. brȳde, brȳda

a.s. a.p. *brūdinz a.s. a.p. *brūdi  ̨̄ a.s. a.p. brȳde, brȳda

g.s. g.p. *brūdijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *brūdijō g.s. g.p. brȳda

d.s. d.p. *brūdimaz d.s. d.p. *brūdim d.s. d.p. brȳdum

n.s. n.p. *wihtīz n.s. n.p. *wihtī n.s. n.p. wihte, wihta, wihtu

a.s. a.p. *wihtinz a.s. a.p. *wiht ̨̄ a.s. a.p. wihte, wihta, wihtu

g.s. g.p. *wihtijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *wihtijō g.s. g.p. wihta

d.s. d.p. *wihtimaz d.s. d.p. *wihtim d.s. d.p. wihtum

n.s. n.p. *gastīz n.s. n.p. *gastī n.s. n.p. ġiestas

a.s. a.p. *gastinz a.s. a.p. *gastī a.s. a.p. ġiestas

g.s. g.p. *gastijǫ̂ g.s. g.p. *gastijō g.s. g.p. ġiesta

d.s. d.p. *gastimaz d.s. d.p. *gastim d.s. d.p. ġiestum

RIDGEPOLE
fyrst

fyrst

*firsti

*firsti

*firstį

*firstiz

*gastīz *gastī ġiestes

*brūdīz *brūdī brȳde

*brūdī *brūdī brȳde

*gaskaftī *gaskaftī ġesċeafte

BRIDE

*brūdiz *brūdi brȳd

*brūdį

*gastī *gastī ġieste

*wihtī *wihtī wihte

GUEST

*gastiz *gasti ġiest

*gastį *gasti ġiest

'WIGHT' (BEING)

*wihtiz *wihti wiht

*wihtį *wihti wiht, wihte

*wihtīz *wihtī wihte

weorolde

*winī *winī wine

*brūdi brȳd, brȳde

CREATURE / CREATION

*gaskaftiz *gaskafti ġesċeaft

*gaskaftį *gaskafti ġesċeaft, ġesċeafte

*gaskaftīz *gaskaftī ġesċeafte

*awī eowe

WORLD

*weraldiz *weraldi weorold

*weraldį *weraldi weorolde

FRIEND ('WINE')

*winiz *wini wine

*winį *wini wine

*winīz *winī wines

*weraldīz *weraldī weorolde

*weraldī *weraldī

THOUGHT / UNDERSTANDING

*hugiz *hugi hyġe

*hugį *hugi hyġe

SHEEP / EWE

*awiz *awi eowu

*awį *awi eowe

*awīz *awī eowe

*hugīz *hugī hyġes

*hugī *hugī hyġe

*awī

*firstīz *firstī fyrstes

*firstī *firstī fyrste

*rugī *rugī ryġe

SEA / WATERBODY

*saiwiz *saiwi sǣ

*saiwį *saiwi sǣ

RYE

*rugiz *rugi ryġe

*rugį *rugi ryġe

*rugīz *rugī ryġes

PG PWG OE

*saiwīz *saiwī sǣ / sǣs

*saiwī *saiwī sǣ

QUEEN / WOMAN

*kʷēniz *kwāni cwēn

*kʷēnį *kwāni cwēn, cwēne

*kʷēnīz *kwānī cwēne

*kʷēnī *kwānī cwēne
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When Boniface used the word on a mission to Germany in 716, it was mis-transcribed into OHG as 

‘gotspel’ rather than ‘guotspel’, with the associated shift from ‘good news’ to ‘God’s news’. So, we 

might be able to date this sound change to some point between 597 and 716 - likely nearer the 

latter - but not without complications. Boniface’s birth name, Wynfrið, is evidently Anglo-Saxon – 

indeed, he described himself, ‘Anglorum’ and was a distinguished grammarian. However, his 

‘supposed’ birthplace of Crediton c.675 remains awkward. Cenwalh’s breakthroughs in West 

Somerset had not taken place until the 650s and Ine’s victory against Geraint did not take place until 

710. Devon remained a fringe zone of West Saxon influence: at best, frontier, at worst, sporadic war 

zone. There is no telling how that affected his pronunciation. But we will take an estimated date of 

the late 600s for this ‘three consonant cluster’ shortening.  

Backstop: English’s break with nWG. The very earliest phonological changes of the period are a little 

confused. We cannot be sure these took place exclusively on Britannia. A case can be made for 

fronting to have occurred in Britain with Gewissan isolation in the Upper Thames acting as a block on 

West Saxon initial development in a similar paradigm. Equally, with the East Coast focus, it can be 

seen as an ‘Anglo-Frisian’ development centred on North Sea trade. 

By breaking we are on different territory. This is perhaps the moment that this Germanic dialect 

becomes ‘English’ with little trace of the supposedly ‘close’ Old Frisian (OFris) traversing a similar 

path. OFris is testified by markedly fewer and later texts. 

Relative chronologies & sequence reconstruction 

On the basis of relative rather than actual chronology, we can already get a glimpse of the sort of 

period in which **eowi14 switched classes and paradigms. *w loss must have been after i-umlaut as 

*æ had already been raised. It also had to be before the period Ringe calls ‘general syncope’. But 

there is a potential issue. The chronology and sequence of phonological change may well have varied 

between dialects – particularly between Anglian and West Saxon. 

There have been a tonne of arguments attempting to reconstruct the sequential history from only 

the end point of words. Let us take the oft-quoted word, ‘maiden’, starting with the reconstructed 

pattern largely supported by Ringe: 

OE: mæġden [vowel shortening] < *mæġdīn [syncope] < *mæġedīn [i-umlaut] < *mæġædīn 

[palatalisation] < *mægædīn [brightening / fronting] < PWG: *magadīn < PG: *magadīną (little girl) 

Others have retention of final -ą over centuries:  

OE: mæġden < *mæġdīn < *mæġedīn [final *-ą loss] < *mæġedīną < *mæġædīną < *mægædīną < 

PWG: *magadīną < PG: *magadīną 

In the second part I examine these sound changes and attempt to date them in order to get a more 

nuanced picture of the collapse of i-stems in English. We will also see another example of how 

surface logic should not be taken at face value in i-umlaut occurring independently in most Germanic 

languages.  

 
14 ** indicates counterfactual  
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PART 2 

In Part 1 we looked at how the i-stem class came to be in Proto-Indo-European and its survival into Germanic. Now I attempt to date the 

collapse of the i-stems and investigate whether our example nouns are not specific exceptions, driven by socio-agricultural or even religious 

change.   

Figure 1: Estimated phonological chronology after Luick, Campbell, Ringe / Taylor et al.  

 

6. Likely fifth century nWG developments 

Right from the start we have to understand these as processes rather than sudden shifts. 

Categorising OE changes (supported in relative terms) involves some informed guesswork. 

i. ‘Anglo-Frisian’ nasal spirant 

The nWG ‘nasal spirant’ (‘spirant’ being an earlier name for ‘fricative’) change probably took place a 

shortly before fronting and was common to several ‘North Sea Germanic’ languages. It is why English 

has five, West Frisian has fiif but German, fünf, with a clear n sound. English shows consistent nasal 

spirant results.  

OE: *gōs / OFris: *gōs [compensatory vowel lengthening] < PWG: gans < PG: gans < [PIE: ǵʰh₂éns 

plural: *ǵʰh₂énses]  

ii. Fronting 

nWG dialects fronted PWG *ā, unless followed by a nasal, to ǣ. Differences between West Saxon 

(WS) (initially fronting *ā to ǣ before retracting to ā and then breaking to *ēa) and the Anglian / 

Kentish dialects (ē) could be explained either in the context of ‘island transition’ or ‘Continental 

transition’. 

OE: þæc (thatch) <PWG: *þak < PG: *þaką (‘roof’ but related to Latin, toga as in ‘covering’ reflected 

in Ancient Greek τέγος) < probably o-grade of PIE: (s)teg- 

Another form of fronting is the switch from *-a to -e before *wi, seem in PG *klawiþō, ‘itch’, OE 

cleweþa but also in ‘ewe’: 
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OE: eowu < Prehistoric OE: *ewi  < nWG: *æwi(?) < PWG: *awi < PG: *awiz [<PIE: *h₂ówis or, 

possibly, *h₃éwis] 

Fronting probably took place in two phases in Anglian with monophthongization in between.  

iii. *ai monophthongization  

This is the tensing of diphthong nuclei, driven by fronting. For all OE dialects PG *ai became ā (PG 

*stainaz became OE stān). Another example, the origin of ‘loaf’, is cognate with the Slavic word for 

‘bread’, *xlěbъ but its deeper roots are obscure. *ai was not actually the only monophthongization 

change but probably the one with the greatest impact with Ringe suggesting it led to a reanalysis of 

both allophones and underlying phonemes. If ‘allophone’ is unfamiliar, think of: ‘bib’. You might 

think that if you read it backwards its symmetry would make it sound identical. In fact, the final 

consonant is longer, so reverse recordings sound different. He also suggests that it looks like a 

divergence from other nWG dialects. Whilst the process could have been contemporaneous with 

fronting, it cannot have been earlier.  

OE: hlāf < PWG: *hlaib < PG: *hlaibaz 

We do have another chronological hint: the Caistor Astragalus, which may represent either an 

unchanged form or an intermediate phase. It is a deer joint bone with the word for the animal from 

around 425 AD – so, probably before the supposed ‘adventus’. This is ᚱᚨᛁᚺᚨᚾ (raihan) – the first 

Germanic word in Britannia not to need ‘*’ but still not ‘English’.  

7. Likely OE early sixth century phonological changes 

 

i. Breaking  

Vowel ‘breaking’ (a 19th century calque) in OE is the diphthongization of the short front vowels *i, 

*e, *æ to short diphthongs iu, eo, æo when followed by a velarised consonant or consonant group. 

These included the voiceless velar fricative *ks (orthographically, OE h), by either liquid r or l 

coupled with another consonant (including one of themselves), and sometimes the labiovelar 

approximant, w. Exact conditions for breaking varied depending on the sound being broken and 

Anglian dialects behaved differently to West Saxon, smoothing before velars.  

OE (all main dialects): ēa < *eahu < PWG: *ahu < PG: *ahwo (river) < PIE: *h₂ékʷeh₂ (waterbody) 

OE: spearwa < spærwā < PWG: *sparwō < PG: *sparwō  < PIE: spḗr (not necessarily a sparrow – 

probably substrate with the additional complexity of PG a-stem *sparwaz and an-stem *sparwô 

yielding ON spǫrr and OE spearwa.) 

These changes established a new short diphthong grouping and merged long diphthongs from 

breaking and pre-existing ones inherited from PWG. The shift from *e to eo should have seen *ewi 

shift to **eowi: 

 **eowi15 < Prehistoric OE: *ewi  < nWG: *æwi(?) < PWG: *awi < PG: *awiz [<PIE: *h₂ówis or, 

possibly, *h₃éwis] 

Diphthongization of *e and *i before *w tends to have quite awkward exemplars including treo(w) 

(tree) and þeo(w) (slave). 

 
15 Again, counterfactual. 
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ii. General retraction  

After breaking, stressed *æ immediately followed by a single or geminate consonant or s[C]-cluster 

which was in turn followed by a back vowel, became a. Given all vowels in question had been *a in 

PWG, one might ask why it is not considered they were never fronted at all (and this is the stated 

view of some). Crucial evidence is provided by a group of verbs around slēan ‘slay / slaughter’.  

OE: slēan < slæan (medial *h loss) < slæahan (breaking) < slæhan (fronting) < PG: *slahaną < PIE: 

slak- 

For several lexeme classes retraction gave rise to alternating a/æ in the declension, the most 

obvious of which is ‘day’ (OE nominative singular / plural: dæġ / dagas). OFris levelled this; OS 

probably remained unaffected. 

iii. Palatalisation  

After *æ retraction, velar consonants *k and *g were palatalised in various front vowel 

environments. In particular, in the word initial position they were palatalised before any vowel and 

in non-initial positions when followed by *i or *ī. Sometimes in OE this resulted in no orthographic 

change.  

• *k became ċ 

• *sk became sċ 

• *g became ġ 

• velar *ɣ became palatal ʝ 

We can see *k to ċ in (the probably Halstatt-imported) ‘kingdom’ whilst usually relying on the 

modern palatalised ‘dot’ convention: 

OE: rīċe < PWG: *rīkī < *rīkiją < PG: *rīkijaz [P-Celt: *rīxs as in Gaulish ‘Vercingetorix’ (‘great warrior 

king’) and Brythonic ‘Cunorix’ (‘hound king’)] 

OE: weġ < PWG: *weg < PG: *wegaz  

Palatalisation never affected Old Norse imports, allowing doublets such as palatalised ‘shirt’ and 

unpalatalised ‘skirt’, both of which have ‘short’ beneath them.  

7. Probable mid-sixth century changes 

 

i. West Saxon diphthongization 

After initial velars and *sk had been palatalised, following stressed non-high front vowels were 

diphthongized (Luick, 1914-1940). An exclusively ‘Wessex’ develoment, this did not occur in any 

known Anglian dialect (yellow/orange in Figure 1). It involved: ea < *æ ; ēa < *ǣ; ie < *e and īe < *ē 

with around 40 affected lexemes.  

WS: sċield / [Merc: sċeld] < *sċeldu < PWG: *skeldu < PG: *skelduz  

ii. i-umlaut metaphony 

Metaphony is a sound change class in which one vowel in a word is influenced by another in a 

process of assimilation, sometimes over a considerable ‘distance’. In Insular Celtic something similar 

is known as ‘affection’. Nearly all Italian dialects have some form of metaphony, Tuscan (Modern 
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Italian’s root) excluded. i-umlaut is common to most Germanic languages, other than Gothic (Dutch 

remains only marginally affected, perhaps due to Brabantian influences).  

It developed independently in each – considerably later in German than English - but must have 

been a latent tendency (Figure 1’s dark shaded area) and may have lain inactive since nWG. Output 

phonemes resulted from initial allophones which became surface contrastive fairly early.  

We know that i-umlaut must still have been going on as a process when WS palatal diphthongization 

had taken place from ‘kettle’ in WS, whilst Anglian forms stayed ċetel. [Our modern word probably 

owes much to unpalatalised ON, ketill.] 

Late WS: ċytel < ċietil < Early WS: ċeatil < *kætil < PWG: *katil < PG: *katilaz 

Amongst ‘root’ nouns, umlaut effectively replaced inflections, fronting itself becoming plural marker: 

the ancestors of men, teeth, mice, lice, archaic kine and brethren. Root changes generally survive in 

masculines (‘men’, ‘feet’) but are lost for feminines (‘books’, ‘goats’, ‘oaks’) – ‘geese’ being an 

exception.  

OE: ryġe < PWG: *rugi < PG: *rugiz < [PIE: *hrugʰís] (rye) 

WS: bēc < OE: bœ̄c < bœ̄ċi < PWG: *bōki < PG: *bōkiz (‘books’ / inscribed billets) 

iii. Loss of *w post non-initial velars 

This is the critical change to position but *awi aside, few PWG i-stem nouns were word-final *-wi: 

OE: sǣ < PWG: *saiwi  < PG: *saiwiz (sea, waterbody) 

OE: stenċ < PG: *stankwiz (stench, smell) 

Ringe & Taylor state this relative chronology is the only way to explain the behaviour of a number of 

words such as the adjective, þicce. 

OE: þicce < PWG: *þikkwī < *þekuz, *þikkwī < PG: *þekuz, *þikwī < Pre-PG: *tegus, f. *tegwī 

However, another agricultural term dropped *w more slowly, possibly because of stress. Right 

through into early Modern English, counting years meant surviving winters. For PG *wintruz most 

descendant languages suggest a u-stem (but ON a consonantal stem, perhaps the original paradigm). 

In PWG it seems to have operated as a u-stem, switching to an a-stem in OE but probably not 

immediately. In Gothic, wintrus (𐍅𐌹𐌽𐍄𐍂𐌿𐍃) was singular but behaved as a plural to count years: 

𐍄𐍅𐌰𐌻𐌹𐌱𐍅𐌹𐌽𐍄𐍂𐌿𐍃, ‘twelve years old’. So, OE probably used a comparable system with ‘yearling’:  

OE: enetre < enitrī > enwintrī > ænwintrī < ǣnwintrī , PG: ānwintrī (yearling lit. ‘one winter’) 

Here *w loss was after ‘three consonants’ shortening and general syncope, suggesting a process 

over a considerable period rather than an easily datable shock.   

8. Interconnected late seventh century changes 

From here on, we are dealing with a series of interacting phonological changes. On the cusp of 

historic OE, we might assume reconstructions would become easier, but sequencing is complicated. 

Ringe’s suggested chronological pattern is: general syncope of short vowels in internal open 

syllables; word-internal shortening of unstressed vowels; apocope of final short high vowels, and 

then final long vowel shortening.  
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Apocope and shortening of unstressed final long vowels amount to the last prehistoric changes in 

OE. By arrival in the 8th century, historic OE stands as evidence and we and can follow changes in 

different dialects.  

Somewhere within this sequence, we must locate ‘three consonants’ shortening – our anchor.  

Figure 2: Simplified late 7th century phonological changes (after Ringe & Taylor) 

 

i) Short vowel ‘general syncope’ 

Syncope was triggered by suffixation when vowels become word-internal. OE loss of *w before -i 

preceded general syncope, itself preceding intervocalic -h- loss by at least a couple of generations. 

These developments had occurred by the 8th century since they are recorded in the earliest 

glossaries. The effects of syncope were often levelled out.  

sāwol [epenthesis] gen: sāwle < sāwl gen: sāwle < * sāwlu gen: *sāwlǣ < *sāwælu gen: *sāwalǣ < 

PWG: *saiwalu gen: *saiwalā < PG: *saiwalō / gen: *saiwalōz (soul) 

There was some variability in the syncope of *æ but e was the commonest result. Short i, u and y 

were only subject to syncope after heavy syllables.  

OE: þæsma < þæsimā < þāsimā < PG: þaisimō (yeast) 

ii. Apocope of short high vowels 

After general syncope, short *-i and *-u were lost in word final syllables after a heavy syllable and in 

some other environments. Let us take a word which eventually gave us ‘eaves’ – a mistaken plural.  

OE: yfes / efes < *ybisu < PWG: *ubisu < PG: * ubiswō (roof) 

Consonant stems experienced significant change with genitive and dative singulars and nominative 

plurals ending *-i losing this at this point: 

Merc. / Nþ:  fœ̅t  [WS: fēt] < *fœ̅ti < PWG: *fōti < PG nominative plural: *fōtiz 

Anglian: dœhter [WS: dehter only case with e- not o-] < *dœ̅htri < PWG: *dohtri < PG dative sing.: 

*duhtri < [PIE: *dʰugtréy] 

This change also had implications for any remaining distinctiveness of both i-stems and u-stems.  
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WS: cwen < cwæn < cwœ̄n < *kwœ̄ni < *kwōni < *kwą̄ni < PWG: * kwāni < PG: * kʷēniz (wife, 

woman) < [PIE: *gʷénh₂s] 

Let us look at how exposed i-stems were at this point with the PG word, *wurtiz (‘plant, root, wort’). 

By PWG this has lost the word-final *-z: *wurti. In some intermediate phase, it must have been 

*wyrti with that final vowel vulnerable – throughout the singular declension.  

After general syncope short *i and *u were lost in word-final position after a heavy syllable or after 

an unstressed syllable preceded by a stressed light syllable. There are many examples of the loss of 

ō-stem nominative singular *-u. Similarly, a-stem neuter nominative plural in *-u was lost. 

OE: mearc < *mærku < PNWG: *marku < PG: *markō (border) 

OE: land < PNWG: *landu < PG: *landō (lands) 

In forms that underwent both syncope and apocope (and those solely undergoing syncope) palatal 

stops tended to revert to velars.  

iii. Word internal unstressed long vowel shortening  

After the general syncope of short vowels, unstressed long vowels in internal syllables were 

shortened. Then, after the apocope of short high vowels, word-final unstressed long vowels 

shortened. 

OE: earfoþ dat: earfoþe < *ærbāþ dat: *ærbāþǣ < PWG: *arbaiþ / arbaidi < PG: *arbaiþīz / 

*arbaidī (hardship, labour16) 

iv. Three consonant shortenings and its links to syncope and apocope 

Three consonants shortening was a consequence of syncope. The term, ‘three consonants’ is a 

partial misnomer since it applies to long vowels and diphthongs before: 

(a) 3 consonant clusters; 

(b) geminates; 

(c) 2 consonants plus 2+ syllables. 

It is invisible in OE without the modern macron conventions but a few of the resulting alternations 

still exist in English. This verb example reveals that ‘bless’ really implies ‘spatter with blood’: 

Nþ: blœdsiġa / Merc: bledsian / WS: bletsian < *blœ̅dsejan [syncope] < *blœ̅disœ̅jan < Pre-OE: 

*blōdisōjan 

v. Final unstressed vowel shortening 

This had significant impacts on noun endings. a-stems an ō-stems were heavily affected simply 

through volumes. But the nominative plurals of i-stems transitioned to -e in this period from PG *-īz 

through PWG *-ī and -i.  

OE: Engle < Engli < Anglī 

The noun cited in Table 1 as an example of an a-declension light neuter, sċip, kept its plural, sċipu, 

since the ending was within the foot. weoroldu, lit. ‘age of man’ in Table 5, transferred from i-stem 

to ō-stem, lost its final -u because it fell outside the foot. On this logic, Pre-OE *nietinu 

 
16 Alternative reconstructions have been posited.  
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(‘domesticated animal’) ought to have lost its final -u. It did not because its shortening took place 

before apocope, yielding WS nīetīnu and Mercian nētīnu.  

9. eowu as special case?  

The earliest herding economies in the Pontic Steppe, probably dating from 5,200 – 5,000 BCE, 

defined a social hierarchy with a focus on funeral rites, including animal sacrifice. Our replacement 

word for eowu, ‘sheep’ (sċeap from PWG: *skāp), is almost certainly from the ‘eastern’ branch of 

Indo-Iranian. It may not have implied the animal we understand by it today. Sheep and goats belong 

to the caprinæ sub-family but hybrids are rare and infertile. Linguistically the distinction was also 

blurred. In Ossetic, a surviving eastern Iranian branch tongue in the Caucasus,  Цӕу (cæw) is an 

uncastrated goat. ‘Sheep’ must already have been in Germanic use, latent and rarely used in the 

other dialects, similar to how ‘lamb’ behaved in Gothic, before its semantic shift to ‘sheep’. 

Figure 3: Ovine words & their Germanic journeys  

 

10. Domestication & DNA 

Urial origins now overturned by DNA analysis, sheep are considered descended from mouflon. But 

amongst wild sheep only mouflon ewes are polled which makes the bones of early ubiquitously-

horned sheep problematic and must imply early inter-breeding? Sheep progressed out of the Near 

East with evidence of relatively early Alpine domestication. Nineteenth century studies claimed to 

identify two types in Switzerland but there is no conclusive evidence that ovis aries studeri and 

palustris were separate species; the latter possibly being the breed’s ewe.  

Critically, primitive sheep were ‘rooed’, leaving kemps. Bronze Age evidence of wool from preserved 

bog bodies in Denmark demonstrates the presence of kemps in the fabric – mistaken for deer hair. 

Even by the Iron Age, Britain’s stock was almost exclusively ‘proto-Soay’.  

Wool’s history in the early Anglo-Saxon period is obscure. The Romans had a large processing site at 

Winchester and Dionysius Periegetes said British wool was as fine as a spider’s web. By 1000, 

England was one of the two prime European wool producing areas. In between, Offa’s exchange 
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with Charlemagne (757) hints at the revival of wool exports and a considerable period of established 

trade.  

In the early Anglo-Saxon period sheep seem to have remained brown. Crabtree & Campana (2014) 

compared evidence from West Stow and Brandon. They identified potential changes in sheep 

attitudes in the late 6th and early 7th century, shifting from being primarily ‘food animals’ to ‘wool 

producers’, driving a new balance of ewes to wethers. Perhaps eowu started its semantic change 

here. 

Various suggestions have been made regarding a changed environment or success in the 

domestication and breeding of sheep. Liberman (2017) on the OUP Blog suggests there could be 

cultic implications. Modern English, ‘seethe’ and ‘sodden’ are cousins of a Norse word for a sheep, 

sauðr. Its root in PG, *sauþaz, meant something like, ‘boiling’ but also ‘pit, well, spring’ because 

sauðr was a sheep for a specific purpose: sacrifice.  

11. Conclusions 

This was the most awkward of time periods before literate OE but too far down the loss of 

connectivity to Frisian and Old Saxon to find much help in the development of Continental Germanic 

languages.  

Figure 4: From PG to the literate OE: the collapse of i-stems 

 

Far from some sudden phenomenon, i-stem degradation occurred over a considerable timespan; a 

process of gradual reorganisation. Even in the PWG period (c.200-350), i-stem inflections were 

relatively exposed. In OE by around 550, some – but not all – were remodelling towards more 

productive paradigms. eowu seems to have been on the early part of the curve. It was the beginning 

of a process perhaps culminating in final short high vowel apocope at the close of the late 600s. By 

OE’s literate period, i-stems were effectively unidentifiable with the exception of sporadic and 

poorly-understood inflectional anomalies and some proper nouns.  

Middle English innovations – especially in Northern dialects - would gradually erode most remaining 

case inflection markers. But, unlike some other anomalies (roots and animal plurals), nothing in 

Modern English - from ‘the stench of the sea’ to ‘guests of the bride’ - betrays their one-time 

importance in English’s ancestry or that these nouns are anomalous in any respect.  


